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EXCEPTIONAL CUSTOMER SERVICE COURSE 

IMPORTANT: A Note about copyright 
Please be aware that copyright law protects these slides/notes and the accompanying delegate manual. This means that it is 
completely forbidden to photocopy or reproduce any of this pack, without prior written permission from the copyright owner. 
Offenders will be pursued via a Court of Law. 

  

 No part of this pack may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form, or by any means electronic, 
mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise without the prior written permission of the copyright owner. Prior written 
permission is assumed for those who legitimately purchase this product from ABC Training Solutions Ltd. or one of its 
approved re-sellers. 

 

COURSE OVERVIEW 

No of Delegates: 12 (maximum). 

Timings: Course is based on a 9.30am – 5.00pm day, with a 15 minute break in the morning, 45 
minutes for lunch and a 15 minute break in the afternoon. 

  

Trainers will need to: 

• Add own behavioural examples to emphasise the learning and to help ‘bring it to life’  

• Review and recap the material covered at intervals 

 

NOTE: 

1. Throughout the trainer notes, the term ‘customer’ and ‘customer’ are interchangeable 

2. Even though telephone skills is not included in this course material, additional notes on 
telephone behaviour have been designed into the delegate manual for added value. For 
comprehensive coverage of telephone skills please see our course materials: Telephone 
Skills at www.abctrainingsolutions.biz/telephoneskills.html.  Both Exceptional Customer 
Service and Telephone Skills may be purchased together at a discounted price if buying 
through our web site. 

  

Resources Required: 

• Delegate manuals (NOTE: the manual supplied contains a range of additional material 
to promote self study after the course) 

• Pencils 

• Name Tent cards (A4 sheet of paper folded lengthways twice) 

• Computer with connection to Powerpoint projector and loaded with slides 

• Flip chart with supply of flipchart paper 

• Flipchart markers – different colours 

• Blu tack (or low tack paper tape for painted walls) to hang any completed flip charts 

• Spare Paper 

• Copies of : 

• Course Evaluation Form 
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WELCOME delegates and INTRODUCE yourself with some background. 

 

INTRODUCE course by explaining: 

• Today is about helping customer service providers understand the importance of their role 
and develop essential skills required in the effective performance of the role 

 

POINT OUT: 

• The course is about understanding more about customer service and how they can 
contribute further to the delivery of exceptional service standards 

• Everything that is covered applies to internal customer service as well i.e. the service we 
provide to the boss, colleagues and other departments. The only difference in delivery (and 
standards) is that internal colleagues don’t pay for the service we offer, whereas the external 
customer ‘pays our wages’ 

• Delivering good customer service can be straightforward when things are going well. 
However, today is also about handling difficult customer situations. Situations that require a 
degree of tact, diplomacy, sincerity and understanding in agreeing a solution. The mark of a 
professional service provider is dealing with difficult customers effectively, even when you are 
stressed and/ or the customer is being aggressive.  Sometimes it’s about turning difficult 
situations around and walking away knowing that you did it in the most professional way 
possible 

 

COVER Knowledge/ Skill Checklist in delegate manual (page 3), to introduce content of the 
day, by delegates completing the PRE column. EXPLAIN that you will revisit checklist at end of 
the day for delegates to complete POST column. This will help gauge the level of learning and 
to give them a focus for some action planning. 
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SHOW above slide and INTRODUCE section by pointing out: 

• It is important that we underpin exceptional customer service skills and behaviours with the 
background to the topic. Things such as what is customer service?; what is the state of 
customer service today?; the key principles involved; how good are we at customer service at 
the moment?; what do we need to do to get better? 

• We will explore these areas via discussion, exercises and self diagnostic questionnaire 
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QUIZ delegates on the meaning of a ‘moment of truth’. 

DISCUSS the above slide. 

POINT OUT that: 

• Jan Carlzon was President of Scandinavian Airlines, an ailing company that he transformed 
from severe year-on-year losses to significant profit (against a backdrop of a collective $2 
billion losses from other international airlines) 

• He wrote an iconic book called ‘Moments of Truth’ 

• The first 15 seconds of contact with our customer is crucial 

• One customer service department of a small U.K. distribution company received around 
364,000 moments of truth per year 

 

Q. How many moments of truth do we get in our company? 

A. DISCUSS opinions and FEED IN pre-prepared statistic on the real figure (REFER to 
Preparation on page 2). 

 

STRESS that in this session of the course, we want to convince you how important moments 
of truth are. 
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REVEAL answers on this slide, POINTING OUT: 

 

4. People will tolerate price and quality a lot more than service issues, although it will vary 
depending on the industry you work in 

 

DISCUSS delegates’ opinions on how well they feel these statistics describe their own 
industry. 

 

5. & 6. 95% of complaining customers will do business with you again if you resolve the 
complaint instantly (or within a very short time delay) and professionally but not necessarily 
in their favour 
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Use the customer’s words/ phrases in response. Using the language that the customer uses 
shows that you are really listening to the customer. For example: In response to the customer 
saying about the fabric having vivid colours, you respond:“I know what you mean  - the colours 
are really vivid”. Beware that it is not overdone, and the customer feels that you are 
mimicking them. 

 

• Style matching  

POINT OUT that style matching is about reading the customer in terms of the way they come 
across and matching (or mirroring) with your communication. 

 

DISCUSS the range of style matching, including: 

 Slow thinker : hesitates; talks slower; puts pauses in between statements; sounds 
unsure. This customer requires us to slow down; put pauses in; summarise and check 
understanding 

 Chatty/ social: laughs, good humoured, diverges from the topic. Match chatty with 
chatty. Perhaps this customer is lonely and is  ‘looking for a friend’ (e.g. with the 
elderly – you might be the first person they’ve talked to today). If social/chatty gets 
excessive you may need to assert yourself: “That’s interesting. So what do you think 
about the product we were discussing / Have I given you all the information you 
need?” 

 Business like: straight to the point; abrupt;  no humour; talks fast; wants to get off 
the phone as quick as possible 

 Looking for empathy:  sounds stressed e.g. has 3 year old child pestering them; the 
customer got wet taking kids to school; has had car trouble this morning; is a very busy 
person and tells you about it. These customers may be looking for empathy/  
acknowledgement e.g. “I can imagine you’re quite stressed......”; “You seem to be 
running around a lot at the moment....” 

 

• Complementing. It’s a nice thing to do when warranted, as long as it’s sincerely delivered 

• Diplomacy & confidentiality. Beware of gossiping and small talk with the customer. If you 
gossip to a customer, they might wonder what you’re saying about them ‘behind their back’   
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DISCUSS the advantages and disadvantages of written (e.g. letters and emails) and spoken 
(e.g. face-to-face; on the telephone) communication. 
 
POINT OUT: 

• Written communication (e.g. email; memo; notice board item) is good for conveying facts, 
figures, procedures and instructions. It is also good when you want to confirm agreement of a 
previous conversation. For example, you may write stating: “Thanks for the meeting yesterday. 
Just to confirm, we agreed the following actions with timescales........”  

• Written communication is not good for situations where we need to convince, persuade, 
empathise or deliver news that won’t be welcome. All of these require a degree of emotion in 
the way we use our voice and body language. These are the two things that are absent from 
written communication. Words on a page are flat and virtually bereft of emotion 

• The golden rule is never to send bad news via email if it can be avoided. It might avoid a 
difficult situation however it leaves the Receiver feeling cold, not respected and uncared for. 
One key customer of a major service company described it as ‘a coward’s way out’. The 
company lost £200,000 of business per year as a result of delivering bad news via email 

• Written communication is also not good when we need to discuss a problem and gain 
agreement. Using email for example, prolongs the process and wastes time as we have to 
wade through reams of forwarded messages with other people’s opinions, reactions and 
potential solutions 

 

SUMMARISE by SHOWING above slide. 
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SHOW above slide and INTRODUCE section by pointing out: 

• Customer service can be easy when things go according to plan 

• Customer service becomes much more challenging when the service chain is disrupted, or 
breaks down, and we are required to act confidently and decisively with customers 

• Dealing with difficult situations in the correct way shows that we are skilled, professional 
and the perfect ambassador for our department/ organisation. Dealing with them in the 
wrong way destroys customer loyalty, produces negative word-of-mouth advertising and 
creates negative working environments 

• This section looks at the situations where we need to get difficult messages across to the 
customer e.g. saying no, disagreeing with them, convincing them of our proposed course of 
action and dealing with the customers who have become angry, upset and, in some cases,  
potentially abusive 

 

 

Assertiveness 

POINT OUT:  We will take a look at assertiveness – what it is, and what it isn’t, and how to use 
it with customers, particularly if there is a difference of opinion. 

 

ASK delegates to write down the name of a person they know at work whom they would 
describe as assertive, and why? 

FLIP CHART descriptions - PROBE delegates for what this person says or does to make them 
assertive. 
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REVIEW above slide as typical assertive comments. 

 

POINT OUT: 

• In the first comment, Mr Shah is not verbally accused of being wrong, or not reading the 
small print, however the service advisor is understanding his position. Perhaps the “I cannot 
authorise that” comment could be strengthened by the reason why it cannot be authorised 

• In the second comment, emphasis on the word ‘really’ can strengthen the impact of the 
comment  

• In the third comment, the use of Mrs James’ name provides personalisation. Perhaps this 
service advisor could have offered to look up the web site address for her to get the required 
information 

 

SUMMARISE: 

• The display of assertiveness in customer situations shows a professional, appropriate 
disposition and can help to counteract any difficult behaviour displayed by the customer 
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SHOW above slide. 
 
 
 


